Information processing and attentional dysfunctions as vulnerability indicators in schizophrenia spectrum disorders.
The schizotypal personality disorder is believed to be part of the schizophrenic spectrum of disorders including schizophrenic patients as well as some of their seemingly unaffected relatives with discreet symptoms. Spectrum-individuals are characterised by a genetic vulnerability for schizophrenia. The vulnerability is connected with neurocognitive deficits independent of clinical state. Some cognitive dysfunctions are unspecific and probably related to non-genetic brain damage. A consistent finding has, however, been poor performance in tasks involving information processing and attention. The findings point to the existence of specific sensory-perceptual deficits or a general attentional dysfunction. Identification of cognitive disturbances characteristic not only of schizophrenics, but also of schizotypal disordered and their relatives in the boundaries of schizophrenia, is relevant in order better to understand the pathogenetic mechanisms and treatment of schizophrenia. In the present review clinical data are analysed based on models of vulnerability and information processing with reference to a characterisation of the neuro-integrative deficits that form the core abnormalities of the spectrum.